At least 6% of conserved miRNAs` sites are misaligned.
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MicroRNAs are ~22 nt endogenous non-coding RNAs. MicroRNAs direct posttranscriptional repression of mRNAs through complementary binding predominantly to
3`UTR. Complementarity between 2-7th nucleotides is required and is known as
microRNA seed region. Additional complementarity of 1 st and 8th nt are widespread and
enchances interactions. MicroRNA binding sites are classified in four major types: 8 mer, 7mer-A1, 7mer-m8 and 6mer with the number indicating length of binding
stretch[1].
Determination of microRNA targets is crucial for understanding of the regulation
of gene expression. But it is still a complicated bioinformatic problem, because the main
properties that distinguish bona fide miRNA targets are poorly undestood. As a
consequence, results of modern algorithms have substantial differences with experiments
and each others[2]. To reduce the number of false-positive results and increase the
accuracy of predictions, comparative genomics is widely used as the powerful tool for
detection of conserved functional elements. Predictions of comparative genomics are
based on multiple sequences alignments (MSA), which is prone to errors.
Overall alignment accuracy depends on the species divergence [3], for example
human-mouse alignment contains ~15% of misaligned nucleotides [4]. While close species
have no computational power for comparative analysis, divereged species face to the
problem of incorrect MSA.
MSA accuracy doesn`t bypass the detection of conserved microRNA targets. Here
we estimate the number of conserved microRNA sites (8mer, 7mer-A1, 7mer-m8)

missed due to incorrect MSA, and its dependence on evolutionary rate and species
divergence.
We extend definition of the conserved microRNA binding site to account for local
misalignments: the site of reference species is conserved in MSA if it can be found in
window of size L in those species (Fig. 1). For simplicity, we call this L-conserved.

Fig.1. Definition of L-conserved site, red text is microRNA site.

We observe that at least 6% of conserved microRNA sites of all types is missed
due to misalignment. The saturation of missed sites is reached at the window of L=25 nt,
that indicate of local misaligment. Moreover, missed sites are genuine, because Lconservative approach shows similar sensitivity. The fraction of missed sites depends on
evolutionary rate of 3'UTRs and overall divergence between species, Finally, we suggest
that "relaxed" definition of conserved sites can substantially account for alignment
errors, while retain computational power of method.

As a conclusion, we show that accuracy of MSA substantially affects conservative
microRNAs sites with dependence on evolutionary rate and divergence time. We
observed the significant increase in the number of detected sites of all types, also
estimate the most suitable frame for detection of sites.
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